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Arbitrator
Construction, engineering & energy
Insurance
Other commercial disputes

Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators
Registered Advocate with the Dubai International Financial Centre Courts
Recommendations
Jeremy has been rated as a leading silk by the Legal Directories since appointment to silk in 2000.
Comments include:





An intellectual powerhouse
A very positive vibe that makes him a fantastic team player
Deals adroitly with highly technical construction disputes
Provides an impressive strategic oversight

Jeremy has an outstanding track record in achieving successful conclusions in large and complex disputes.
He is known for his mastery of technical detail and legal argument, lateral thinking, strategic advice, and
team leadership.
Construction Engineering and Energy
Jeremy has extensive experience of international arbitrations; including arbitrations concerning projects for
the renovation of an historic head office building in Shanghai; construction of a power station in Pakistan;
design and construction of Dubai Drydocks; design and construction of Port Rashid; construction of
sewerage for Dubai Municipality; and viaduct construction in Italy and UK.
He has recently completed as an arbitrator a major construction arbitration in the Dubai International
Arbitration Centre about Dubai Terminal 3.
Jeremy has wide experience of different types of sites, buildings, structures, and plant; and also of IT
systems.
Clients for whom Jeremy has acted include Aviva; British Airways; Corporation of the City of London; IBM;
Marks and Spencer; Ove Arup & Partners; Royal & Sun Alliance; and the UK Government.
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Insurance
As a result of his involvement in construction and related professional negligence, Jeremy frequently acts for
insurers in policy disputes and recoveries: involving property insurance, professional indemnity insurance,
and other liability insurance.
Commercial Disputes
Jeremy also has extensive experience of other commercial disputes.
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